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Good morning everybody. This is Norine Jaloway Gill . I'm with the University of 

North Texas – Workplace Inclusion & Sustainable Employment (UNTWISE). 

Welcome to all of you for joining us on our presentation today on online applications. 

Our presenter is Mack Eisenberg who I will introduce to you in just a bit. Before we 

get started with today's presentation On-line Applications. We've got a great group 

and I would like to direct all of you over to your control panel of your webinar 

session. If you could look down through the different topics of the control panel and 

find where it says question. That is where you're going to give us information about 

whether or not you are able to hear us, if everything is going okay. Or if you have a 

comment. Or if you even want to ask a question. Find that question box and leave it 

open. Send me a note now. I would like to see all of your names. I can see you in the 

attendees column and I would like to see your names also in the question box. And 

maybe give me a note that tells me where you're from. If you can find that question 

box, your name and where you're from and a quick hello and if you can hear me okay 

that would be awesome. Thank you. I've got a couple coming in. While you're 

waiting, look down where it says handout. In the handout section that's where you will 

see a PDF version of today's presentation. You should have received that PDF also as 

an email but just in case we have it available to you now. I have some great people 

coming in. Wonderful. So wonderful to have all of you with us. Be sure and use that 

question box for any comments that you might have. I will explain at the end of the 

discussion a little bit more about signing off and how we will load up your credentials 

in terms of CE credit. That being said, we've got a great 60 minute presentation today 

with our friend Mack Eisenberg. He is a very experienced human resource 

professional. He has great experiences and stories on what he has done in the public 

sector as well as the private sector he has a wonderful track record of predicting 

turnover. And guiding the selection of good candidates from a diverse background to 

meet the needs of the company that he is operating in. He is a wonderful trainer. Is 

always a pleasure to be with. Mack, I'm so excited that you decided to join us today. 

This presentation is all yours. 

 
Thank you for the wonderful introduction. And thank you for the promotion. I was an 

HR manager, not the director. For future presentations. I retired from them on 

December 31. As of three weeks ago I am still getting calls from legal for stuff that I 

have been dealing with from 2011. These things have legs on them. What we are 

talking is online applications. A lot of times we are afraid of an online applications. 

Those companies are getting away from copy applications and going to the online 

applications over the last few years. I started with the city 16 years ago and we would 



be looking at boxes and boxes of applications. It was burn your eyes out. More and 

more companies are going to them and it's basically a friend or foe?  

 
People would be looking at the new process -- it's depressing and it's something scary 

and you're not getting in front of the people that you think you should be getting in 

front of to do your presentation. Which is your resume, application. Hopefully what 

we will be doing today is taking that around -- frown and turning it upside down into a 

smile. Finding out that online applications can help you quite a bit.  

 
Some of the objectives we will be doing today are learning why employers are using 

online resources. Suggestions to work -- I originally had it with the system but that 

seems negative. Within the system to maximize your chances of having your 

application be impactful. How to improve your chances of getting an interview. As a 

last year, Martha had a webinar dealing with resumes. It was why do we have 

resumes? The answers were to present yourself and give a chronological history, the 

big one was the only reason we do any of this the application or the resume, is to get 

the interview. Once you get the interview is to get the job. It's a process that rarely are 

you going to get the job without the interview. Rarely will you get the interview 

without the application. To reduce your angst on dealing with something new. Or if 

you been using it and have had more success or no success and to help you along that 

line.  

 
The first one is why are companies using online applications? It will increase the 

number of applicants. When I was with the city we would get 100 to 600 applications. 

I was dealing -- I talked with my bank last week and they said they had about 140 

applications for the six postings that they had. This was a relatively small bank. They 

are thinking 140 applications for six positions is a lot. But with the city we would 

have 100 102 150 postings at one time. If you're looking at 100 to 600 applications 

that would burn my eyes out. People don't realize that most HR people are going to 

spend 15 to 30 seconds on an application. You have to have that impactful. What the 

computer -- the computers allow the online applications allows to screen out 

applicants that don't meet their needs. On screening them out, a couple different ways. 

One, with the system I was using, it's TX.gov and if you have an interest in a job with 

them or one of your associates that's interested to take a look at that. They would use 

screening questions. There are 20 questions that would be standard to make it legal. 

And almost every position would have four or five what we call qualifying questions. 

Supplemental questions specifically for that job. Those would be anything from -- one 

of the postings I'm looking at is customer service representative. It would require six 

months of administrative customer service related experience no license. And GED or 

high school diploma. They would have those questions in there. If you didn't have 

those, a lot of times it would be a true or false were a false will knock you out and tree 



will pass you on. Also they will have some were it will say you have zero to three 

months, three to six months or so on. What that will do is screen out those that don't 

meet the minimal qualifications so no one is wasting time looking at them. On the 

other hand, it will also and can be used to score people where they might only want 

six months experience or they only need six months experience that it would be nice 

to have someone with five or 10 years experience. That could give people extra points 

and put them at the top of the list. What this does is allows you to go from 200 or 500 

applications to maybe 20 applications that get forwarded on to the supervisor. And in 

the old days, this process was slow because you would put a packet of 10 or 20 

applications and send it to the supervisor. The supervisor would handed on to 

someone else. They would forward it on to a couple of other people. On speeding up 

the process for interviewing, it might take one month to get an interview with a large 

organization. Now with the online applications, it will speed up the process because 

they can electronically send everybody those that they are saying will meet the 

qualifications or all the best qualified or what I rather use is the Best Matched to 

everybody at the same time and at the same time they can be screening for them and 

within one day or two decide which people they want to bring in two interview. That 

will speed up the process of qualifying the candidates because when they do get the 

interview, and I've dealt with two different processes -- one is you do the interview 

and after the interview you check references and education, experience along that line. 

On the other hand, I have some organizations that I've dealt with that they will do the 

screening on the front end. That way they know anybody walking into the interview 

process is clear. In those cases, usually you're looking at like a bank. A bank might 

pull the credit references and criminal background checks on anybody that they are 

going to be bringing on board because they do not want to waste time interviewing 

anybody that cannot work for them. Or if you're dealing with homeland security and 

things like that. In most cases, what they want to do is get the interview and you excel 

in the interview and you’re the best match for that position. And all the information 

can be verified on that line. It really does speed up the total hiring process. In the old 

days, we would send -- I had it were you would fax people. Here's a person and we 

need to have the release signed. After they received that then it will be three or five 

days. It might take a week or two to verify experience. The online process that most 

people are using speeds it up where you can get immediate or 24 hour turnaround. 

 
Another reason that companies are using the online is to keep records of the selection 

process. If you get sued or in our case with the city, a current employee with civil 

service protection, they can file a grievance while they were -- why they were not 

selected. This helps the manager's decision-makers to document everything and to 

show that it was a fair selection. And nothing behind it other than getting the right 

person and the best match for that position. Also -- this will also create an inventory 

of applicants for other positions. I always use the feeling that getting the job is like a 



race. Everybody remembers Secretariat but nobody remembers the horse that came in 

second. In many cases, you might be the second best selection. You were not selected 

but you are still good. What some companies will do and I have done this in the past 

is say this is a great person but they were not the best match for that position. 

Electronically, I can go back to any of the positions in the last year or two or longer 

and say who are the ones that applied, who was the person that interviewed and 

looking at the interview notes or the history I can remember why I liked them. I can 

contact you to say you apply for this job and you did not get it. One of the cases was 

eight months later and the person had got the job and had gone to another one with a 

$10,000 raise so I called the second place person who had just been let go from a 

contract position so they came on board. It's been about six years later and she is still 

with the city doing well. Has had two promotions since then. It's a nice way of 

keeping the inventory and being able to use it.  

 
Next one is applications do not get lost. If you have been in HR over some period of 

time, -- I cannot find it. This will get into next week's presentation on interviewing. 

When you go to an interview make sure you have a copy of your resume with you. I 

have had it where people walk in and the panel -- somebody does not have a Copley -- 

copy of an application or resume and they do not know everything in front of you. 

When you have an extra copy, you can hand it to somebody and it shows you are well 

prepared and it reduces the tension. It helps you get on the right foot.  

 
Last but not least we reduce the storage costs of cases and cases of applications. There 

is a lawsuit that happened a couple years ago that you might be getting sued for not 

hiring the right person a couple years later. Usually you will have to hold onto your 

applications for years. Electronically that can be done and you don't have to worry 

about storage or in my case, we had a box of applications one year when Alison had 

flooded our area. We had applications that got moldy.  

 
If anybody has any questions on anything I have presented so far, go ahead and send it 

to Norine and she will ask and we will try to attack any questions.  

 
We did have a comment on the previous slide. It had to do with the screening out of 

the applicants. The comment was I feel like online applications automatically screen 

out the people with disabilities that I represent.  

 
You might feel that but -- I don't want to be negative here but in an online application 

how do they know what disability you have versus coming into the office and they say 

this is obvious we are having an issue. The online -- feel free to have them be more 

specific in that and give me an example and I can address it.  

 



The application itself should not be requesting that, correct?  

 
Definitely correct. And you do not need to share it until after you get the job.  

 
Maybe there is some tentativeness and people are feeling tentative about the process 

and it's the scary piece of the application.  

 
One other thing -- one of the things that if somebody has -- in the old days on an 

application you filled it out by hand. And he would see misspellings, poor 

penmanship, shaky handwriting along that line. One of the big advantages of online is 

that you're filling it out and they cannot see any of that. Where they might say poor 

penmanship. On the other hand, make sure you use spell check and do not just press 

spellcheck because you might have a correctly spelled word but the wrong word. I 

have seen that many times. My first job out of college the vice president of the 

company said what is this guy a rabbit because he wanted vegetables for salary. That's 

negotiable. I refer back and that was in 1978. That's how much I remember that one. 

Is there any more feedback?  

 
A couple more people just assigned in. I do encourage everybody especially as Mack 

is covering these points, if you have a specific story or inexperience with having used 

an online application if you could write us a little summary that would be great and I 

would be happy to share that.  

 
A few things I want to address to help you in the future. And also if you did have one 

in the past and that is the fresh one in that might give you a reason to go back and re-

present yourself to the company. It gives you a reason to do an extra can't -- contact. 

 
I have had to do research for lawsuits where you are saying back in 2011 was this 

person interviewed and what were the questions and answers on the interview? You 

are trying to pull up old files that were shipped out to a warehouse that you are trying 

to track down where electronically that information is at your fingertips.  

 
Let's talk about creating a profile. I feel like it's screening me out. The challenge we 

have on a profile is you'll probably spend at least an hour to create your first profile. 

That seems like a lot of time but that profile is good for any application you put into 

that company or possibly just that website that other companies share. In government 

jobs.com you are filling it out for them and then you are transferring it over to the city 

site to apply for the city of Houston job. Also if you go into that and look at jobs in 

other municipalities and use that same application -- your profile for it. The big thing 

is it will take you one hour to do it because it will be requesting references, email 

addresses on your references, phone numbers for your references. This is when you 



should be contacting your references on getting their permission to use them. And also 

refreshes the contact you have with them so when somebody does call, -- unless you 

beat up your boss on your the day you left her job. You want to have good references 

where they remember and you refresh their mind. So they say great employee and 

they had something better going on or whatever. The first one is it will be any 

education you have, the dates on the education, probably not your high school dates 

but if you have other degrees. The actual dates of your employment. One thing that I 

need to tell you is -- I have this later in the slide, application is a legal document. 

Make sure all of that information is correct. I have looked at applications over the 

years and I have people flip dates. They say they worked for company for two years. 

From 2007 to 2005. That does not compute. When I look at them before the person 

just flip the date. But you want to make sure everything is correct. If you are assisting 

somebody with it, try to get another set of eyes on it print the screen and look at it. 

You will say that's something that's obvious. Be careful on using bullets because if 

you use special characters sometimes those turn into hieroglyphics. You will have that 

first profile and it will be the one that is -- that sets you up with that account. Say a 

draft printed out, look at it and do it electronically and save it. If you go to another 

website, you will be pretty much meeting the same information. I remember having 

people in my lobby over the years and they would fill out an application -- remember 

the old phonebooks with the Yellow Pages with names and addresses. You know that 

they are applying for a job after job. They go to the next and they will be sitting in the 

lobby for an hour. What you do is you do it once and do it right and make sure 

periodically you checked the phone numbers and email addresses for your references 

and contacts to make sure they are still accurate. Said that information because every 

site that you go to will pretty much be meeting the same information. And application 

is a legal document. Falsification is grounds for termination. On your resume, a 

resume is what you call the 15 second elevator pitch. Your objective beginning of it is 

to wow and this interests me about the person. On the application, it's a legal 

document. Especially if you get into criminal issues, dates of employment, 

verification along that line. I have had people on the front-end where all of a sudden 

they have fudged six months on their work experience to what it actually is. And 

especially if you are dealing with numbers or detailed information or money, that 

throws you at the back of the applicant pool. Also I have had employees that have 

worked for a number of years and during an investigation I found out they falsified 

information it was not caught in the initial higher but later on it was discovered. That 

could be grounds for termination too. 

 
Never live that you can regurgitate. Do not throw up on your keyboard. If you look at 

a job description or job posting, they will tell you the job duties and essential 

functions along that line. When you're putting your information on your previous jobs, 

if your customer service -- let's say you're a receptionist. If you do your research and 



look at the receptionist position that you are applying for is for company with 1000 

employees and it has 20 different phone lines coming in along that line. No one walks 

through the door but you see the heavy phone use. When you're filling out your 

application, let's say you did work as a heavy switchboard and you also ran a lobby 

that had people coming through constantly and your needing to screen them to get 

them to the right area or right person. You would be putting your phone skills at the 

top -- the first line of your job duties. On the other hand, if the position is out there 

and it could do the same job or different location and they are needing someone to 

handle heavy lobby duty and also handle phones, you would take your application and 

change it. You never live but you put that information down in that order. Another 

example would be if you are a car mechanic and you have been working for years and 

years. They are needing a mechanic with five years experience and you have 10 years. 

They are saying will be dealing with diesel engines. On your experience, if you have 

experience in diesel engines, you would put the diesel engine at the beginning and a 

couple of hot spots about it like certain injectors. You would also include your 

transmission work break work and all that kind of stuff. On the other hand, if they're 

looking for somebody that is bodywork -- you withdraw your bodywork at the front of 

that. Each one you want to target where that recruiter or HR person or manager is 

screening through the stuff. You don't know if it's 15 seconds or 45 seconds. You need 

to catch their eye in the first 15 seconds. Where they will read more of it. And also 

they will spend a minute or two or three minutes on your application and resume. And 

they will say this one goes to the top of my list. 

 
Once submitted, no reduce. You will put your application in and you will submitted 

electronically. It ends up on the HR person and will be downloaded. You will be 

looking through your information and it, I forgot to include my transcripts or 

something along that line. So you spend a couple days trying to call the HR person. 

And they say what you submitted is what we have. In most cases you cannot submit 

anything else. But they can ask you for something but it depends on how nice that HR 

person is. In most cases I would say send me the additional information and I will 

attach it. But it's hard to electronically forward any additional information to the 

managers once it's been submitted. Be careful on cutting and pasting. In your fonts, do 

not use special pretty fonts. A lot of times the software will only convert what's 

entered. One of them I've dealt with when it's printing it or when you're typing it in it's 

probably like an 11 fonts and I can barely read it even without my cheater glasses. Be 

careful. Do not cut and paste because a lot of times that won't transfer into the box. 

Each application should be customized to target the specific position you are applying 

for. Read the posting to understand what they need and what they want. In most cases 

you will have a description of what they are doing. You will -- the one I have in front 

of me as a customer service representative. It would be collecting fines, data entry, 

high level of direct contact with general public. You would be making sure that if you 



are an impartial person, would your application catch your eye for this position? You 

want them to say this is a slamdunk. Like I said earlier, you might have one 

application that handles your heavy customer service side and another application that 

covers your administrative or clerical side. That's very important. You are trying to go 

from that 100 or 500 or whatever people to be one of the five or 10 people they bring 

into interview.  

 
Some things you do not insert on your application. Never put when it has job duties -- 

never put see resume. If you wrote down see resume, they will look at your resume 

and see how wonderful you are. What they see is -- instead of see resume they see I 

will not be a detail person. Also do not have typos. Proofread it. I recommend having 

somebody else with you proofread it or if you're assisting somebody filling out an 

application, proofread it when you're writing, you know what you mean to say. What 

they see is this person is not detail oriented. Especially if the job is going to be 

requiring documenting anything, writing down information. Even if it's just a delivery 

driver, writing proper addresses down or how you delivered something. Another when 

I have seen many times is left for better opportunity. Or more pay. Then I see that 

they have not worked for six months. They did not leave for better opportunity, they 

quit a job and didn't do anything. So only put that down if you do not have a gap in 

employment in that place you would be set -- showing that you didn't go to -- that you 

did go to one job or another and the pay was better. Do not cut and paste from the 

resume. You want to take it from your resume and reworded a little bit so they have 

something else to look at. Cutting and pasting is lack of creativity. What you're doing 

is customizing that application to that specific job to show that you are the best match 

for it. It's going to take you one hour to fill out this first profile. Leaving references 

incomplete or blank is another thing that will not be a detailed employee. I've had 

some jobs were spelling and grammar do not matter. As in labor or semiskilled 

laborers or delivery drivers. In many cases, -- then I've had other positions where 

administrative and filling in every box is very important. -- For the successful 

candidate. 

 
If anybody has any questions on that or where they see something or if they have 

anything specific that they are wanting to address, feel free to send that question to 

Norine .  

 
We did have a comment. They may be referring to the fact that the online resume or 

applications do not allow for the disabled applicant to explain their situation which 

puts them at a disadvantage when they are going to -- from applicant to applicant that 

do not have limitations. My thought again is that this probably isn't the point where 

you would be explaining that.  

 



I will touch on it and they can clarify. The one example would be if you had health 

issues and all of the setting you were unemployed or you have a gap of employment. 

That's when I was talking to my banker. The HR department for my bank. I asked 

them about that and they said if it's health issues, it's health issues. If it's taking care of 

a family member or personal issues, I decided to leave the job to address -- that's a 

reason for leaving a job. Left to address personal or health issues that have since been 

addressed. Or overcome. Been taking care of. That's a lot better then having the HR 

person see blank on their. -- There. Or left for better opportunity but you did not have 

anything. I have had people were -- what have you been doing those last years? And 

when you say I will be doing a background check and they say that they were in 

prison. Or how do you support yourself, selling drugs. I would rather have somebody 

who has health issues or personal issues that they have overcome then having 

somebody that's been in prison. So if they need to clarify and add an example, I can 

help with that specific one. If they have that question or an issue I'm sure somebody 

else does. They can expand on that and I will try to touch base with it  

 
Now we will get into managing your search. The Internet allows us to do a lot of 

things. Before if you applied for company, you might drive by there to see if it's a 

good location. In the old days, get your map to see where they are. Now you can 

Google search and look where they are. Is this a place that if you have a transportation 

issue and you knees -- need to use mass transit, you can look at where the location is. 

You can look at the company. You can see a lot of the attitude of the company and 

what they are projecting. If they are at the end -- at the end of the presentation I have 

some things listed about top -- top 10 companies that hire people disabilities. Not just 

staying within government compliance but they are being proactive in seeing the 

value of people with disabilities. You can research the company. You can research the 

position and look up the posting. You might look at other positions that are around 

that posting that are above and beneath it. You can see if you know anyone with that 

company. If you're in a smaller area -- one thing I will talk about a little bit later is 

personal references do make a difference. If you know somebody that's within that 

company, you want to use them to help your search. Document each position you 

applied for. I have had people that have applied for 100 positions with organizations 

with this city before. All of the setting you call them and you say you are coming in 

for the interview day after tomorrow and you will meet with the panel. Here's the 

address and the time. I would get a call from the person saying I got a call but I don't 

know which position I am going into interview for. Anytime you apply for a job, save 

or print the job description. And also would you apply for it, and all the particulars on 

it because if you do get your interview that's what you want to use as your study guide 

to prepare for the interview. Also if you see that this position comes up regularly, -- 

with the company and it might be a position that either is a high turnover because it's a 

lousy position or they just have a lot of people in that classification. Like a customer 



service Representative . The city probably hires 100 to 200 customer service reps the 

year. Some of that is for turnover but we have so many of them that we probably have 

that many that are retiring every year. So we are backfilling those positions not due to 

bad working conditions but just because of people retiring. Document each position 

you apply for and save it. That is very helpful in your search. Also if you don't want to 

apply for those -- the same job five times, that shows lack of detail. In our case, we 

put posting the numbers on each one. You could up to jobs that look identical that one 

could be in one division and another could be in another division. You want to put 

your application in for each. In many systems, they do not share that information back 

and forth. Make necessary changes to customize your profile for each application. 

Where you take -- if your five skills and they need all five of those skills I would put 

it in order to what they're asking for. Just so it reads a lot easier to them. This person 

might be looking at 100 applications. Yours is the one that catches because the lobby 

experience or whatever is what they are really looking for. Customize your profile for 

each application. We talked about not being able to get in front of people. People hire 

people they like or who know people they like. Talking with some retail places I've 

dealt with, I ask them about -- everything has to go through HR. HR has to clear 

somebody before we can talk to them or interview them. Each one hires their own 

people. When I talked to the branch manager, when we know somebody that's applied 

for a job and we get a phone call we are going to look at that one first. If you have a 

good customer referring somebody in, you don't want to disrespect that customer. 

There's a good chance you will get the interview. I have worked for politicians and I 

have worked for people that do a lot of business in places and that will -- it's not who 

you know -- it's not who -- it's not what you know it's who you know. It's not the case 

but it does get the foot in the door. If you're looking at a local grocery store and your 

networking, anyplace you do business that or your family members do business, go 

ahead and talk to them and say I'm looking for a job or I know somebody that's 

looking for a job. What are you looking for and what skills are you looking for. In 

most cases if it's retail, what they're looking for is an attitude. So contact anyone you 

know in that organization especially retail areas. We have a gentleman that's visually 

impaired. I retired seven months ago and I got a call from him yesterday. Third person 

in seven months that's called me from my organization to see how I'm doing. He has 

worked for the city over 30 years. It's the only job he's ever had. He won't quit it for 

any reason. They gave him an opportunity. Anybody else that's dealing with 

somebody with disabilities, if they have a good example of somebody that did them 

well and they are not afraid of a disability. Network. Everybody you know that used 

to be I'm looking for a job and a lot of times it's what are you looking for? Then you 

can help them. If they don't have a position the second question he has is do you know 

anyone that can use somebody and the 15 second elevator pitch with your 

qualifications. Somebody that's been out of the work environment for a while but is 



ready to come on board and really wants to work and he wants to show that they can 

work. That's enough to get your foot in the door in many cases.  

 
Now let's look at a job posting or a position that you have and how are you going to 

fill it. This is electronically a path that usually is what you're going to follow. In the 

old days, on paper it's the same message just electronic. You will look at description 

of duties and a sexual -- essential functions. Historically when I used to bring in 

hundreds of application today I had people calling up and asking about -- I put in an 

application. You would say what are you looking for? Most people look at a job 

posting and they look at three things. They look at the job title, because that's what I 

want to do. They look at the salary because that is the money I want to make. And 

they look at the salary because that's the money I want to make. That's what 

electronics can help bring out those people. I have had people apply to be a truck 

driver, office manager, and a deputy director. Because those were high-paying jobs. 

Not that they had any experience but that was what they were looking at. They look at 

the description of the duties and be honest with yourself. Is this something I can do 

with reasonable accommodations? You're looking at the working conditions. Working 

conditions can be working in an office setting, versus working in a waste treatment 

plant with chemicals and having to climb ladders. Or in an office setting where there's 

not heavy lifting or working outside. What you're doing is matching up what they 

require for minimum experience. I had a posting here that I was looking at. A 

custodian -- it was a laborer with the airport department. Eighth-grade education, no 

experience. So most people are going to qualify for that. The only thing at the airport 

is they do require a driver’s license because you might drive between terminals. The 

last thing you want to do is have somebody who doesn't know how to drive a car hit a 

plane or jet. In most labor positions if you're looking at a posting like the city or 

construction companies labor positions they rarely require experience. Just follow 

directions and show up for work. Have minimum experience and minimum education. 

If you need licenses, most positions if they are properly written will only require a 

driver’s license if you are needing to drive on that job. The airport is unusual because 

they do transport between different locations but most laborers with different 

companies do not need to have a license. So you don't have to worry about that. Then 

you look at their preferences. The preferences will be we don't need experience but it 

would be nice if someone's done this kind of work before. If you've done that type of 

work before, included. If you haven't done that type of work before, what have you 

done that's close to it. That's the never lie but the preference part. You're saying I've 

done this similar to that. You might even put not exactly this but what's parallel. I 

haven't done custodial work but I have done general pickup or worked with 

automotive for cleaning cars. It's something that you put down there even if it's 

volunteer work. For the preference. And what you do is you get into your personality 

match and that's what the interview is. Are you a member of their team. All the stuff 



leads up to that our interview and we will cover that next week. The interview part is 

the most important part but we don't get to it unless we've done everything up to that 

point. After the interview, you'll have the reference checking. That's when it's 

addressed. If you have a disability that you feel going into the interview is impacting 

you, then we will address that next week. It's a reason to be with us next week too.  

 
Everything is done to get to this step. Preparation is needed to excel in this interaction  

 
With the Internet, I was doing research and you can look at companies that already 

realizing the value of working with people with disabilities. A couple of them I pulled 

up the tent based -- best workplaces. For some reason these are -- aren't all the same 

10 companies. Whoever makes a list, whoever they contacted it looked good for them 

and from one year to the next different companies look good.  

 
Here is some research I did to -- during the presentation. What questions, comments 

or requests do we have? Let's open it up and have some fun.  

 
On the previous slide where you are talking about having the network and using your 

network. The question is that people higher people they like is what the slide says. In 

addition to submitting online applications that individualized marketing that's equally 

as important -- even if you're presenting and we are talking to the people that we have 

online with us today it looks like there -- they are directors of programs and 

employment specialist and we might have a teacher or two. They might be 

representing students that have no work experience or very little. On the online 

resume, it answers the question that the employer is looking for but for -- the way that 

they might actually get into the interview with the employer might be that 

individualized marketing piece. Is that with that was referring to?  

 
Definitely. When I was with the city we would have managers say you sent me 

applications but I have Bubba who works with -- for me and he was not sent. What's 

the deal? We will pull it up and said he did not apply for the job. Or he did not have -- 

who had five years’ experience and did not have 10 years. We are sending people 10 

years and more in the first batch. If he meets the qualifications we will send him on 

because we understand you want to be -- give your employees a chance. If it's a 

person off the street, -- let's say it's a teacher. You call up and you say you have 

somebody that applied for the job and you're trying to help this person. They did not 

get a call from you. Wondering if there's anything we missed on the application that 

kept them from getting a call? This is where you wait a week. You have not heard 

anything in a week. A lot of times it's we were looking through 600 applications. We 

came up with -- of course no one will say this but we got through the first 200 and we 

got tired of looking. And with the city that was not an excuse or allowable to do. We 



had to look through everything. What you're doing is saying take a look and see if 

there's anything missing. In many cases, people will say while, I looked at -- like I 

always say the regurgitation part. Put your best skills at the front. We looked at it and 

did not see that but now that I'm looking at it again -- they have chance. I will pull it 

up in many cases that's all it takes is that second call. Or first contact to follow-up. 

That also shows that you are really interested in the position. If you're doing a local 

place and it's a grocery store that you do business with, you say that you have a 

student that's looking for a first job and they are willing to sack groceries or take 

groceries to the car. Or if you need somebody in the warehouse along that line. Or 

hear somebody that had been working and they had an illness or a condition that 

prevented them from working and they are ready to get back into the workforce. Here 

is somebody that has all of these extra skills that you might not need now but once 

you find out how hard a worker they are and how dedicated you are to the 

organization, you might be getting that person that fulfills the lower position and 

possibly promote up as needed. Does that cover it?  

 
I think so. The other comment that came in had to do with individuals with intellectual 

disabilities. That makes them not as qualified without accommodations as other 

applicants. Those will screen a disabled applicant out so you don't have a chance to 

tell how it would -- they would be a good fit. The example they gave was a pre-hiring 

test. That would be -- it would not allow them to come in or even get through the 

screening process.  

 
I've seen that with -- mostly hearing-impaired where you need somebody along that 

line to come in an interview. And having assistance in that area. I have had people 

come in and do sign language for the interview. I would think most companies might 

be -- until they've done it they might be hesitant. Once they've done it it would not be 

an issue. The pretest -- and a good skills test should match what they are needing. 

Unfortunately, not everybody has good skills test. Some will be -- if something isn't 

actually essential to the job it's hard to overcome that unless they have had an issue 

before then it should be an accurate one. That might be where the coach is saying I 

need to come along with them. Show that we can -- the person has issues where I will 

help him. -- Him or her to the test but this is something we can overcome. I have had 

some issues with people with autism were they could not fill out their own paperwork 

or insurance along that line. But you give them a job duty and once they know that job 

duty they will do that job duty perfect every day. They will not deviate. It's getting 

into the -- most of those positions are probably -- probably require a lot of education. 

If it's something where they are needing any kind of degree, then independent thought 

might be needed to accomplish. Usually showing what accommodations can be made 

and putting that employer at ease that the accommodations and you will assist with 



them until they get their feet on the ground. Some will do job coaching at the 

beginning.  

 
I guess that part of it goes back to what you were saying earlier regards to the online 

application itself. How do employers feel about knowing that the potential -- the job 

applicant is actually getting assistance with filling in the application -- the online 

application. 

 
We have that issue and it's usually positions with high school diploma and under were 

somebody fills out an application and you are assisting them. The main thing there 

and I talk with some people in legal -- dealing with legal where we terminated 

employees for falsifying applications. It's still the responsibility of the applicant to 

have correct information. If your coaching somebody, don't put in something that's not 

true. They will be saying yes I have worked here, I have done this. I had a gentleman 

that was -- with difficulties and he had worked for a warehouse. He did not know how 

many hours a week he worked he just knew that when he called -- they called him he 

would go to work. During the interview I had issues and I could not say on the 

average of 10 hours a week to 30 hours a week. He could not figure out hours along 

that line. What we came in was he was going to be assisting the lawn maintenance. 

Great employee. It took him year but he was employee of the month within a year. 

Once he knew the job, he could do it smoothly.  

 
In terms of the staff that we have online today, they can assist the person to complete 

that online application, correct?  

 
Yes.  

 
As long as they don't give false information.  

 
Right. And that's one of those were in the interview process if -- all the information in 

there is true because I talked with my counselor and we made sure that everything we 

put in there was true and accurate. There is no problems with that. The only thing is 

you hear a lot of information from the counselor which I hope all of the counselors 

would not use private information given. That's something where I don't see a 

problem. The people I talk with do not have a problem with it.  

 
I think one of the really valuable pieces is knowing that, that individualized marketing 

and networking piece and what we do in our communications with our employers is 

still a very important piece that can be matched up to when we are assisting our job 

seekers with their online applications. Having it there and knowing that it's there and 

present and our accommodation is the individualized marketing piece.  



 
Every success you have should be used as a network. It should be calling up and 

saying so-and-so was successful. They say he is doing a great job. You say great I 

have another person that is available. They have similar or different issues but I'm 

sure with your -- working with each other we might have another success story. Also, 

if your networking to other organizations unless they are cut throat competitors like 

Nike and whatever, any other you can ask who is your friendly competitor. I have 

somebody here that has the same issue as the person we place last year with you or six 

months ago with you. They have been successful. Who do you think might be able to 

help along that line. A lot of times -- this used to be they are a little bit different but I 

think I still want to talk to them. Or I don't need anybody but I know so-and-so that is 

doing hiring. This is where you're looking at companies that are doing hiring. I used to 

-- remember a thing called the want ads? Somebody with hiring a bunch of people and 

that's who you go after. They spent a couple thousand dollars on a posting -- now days 

you are spending money on a posting online. Then you look at the news in -- and who 

is expanding in your area. If they are hiring 100 people they might be more willing to 

take a challenge or risk on one or two people with disabilities. Or if there's a position 

with a high turnover, the people that can do everything don't last long and we might 

find somebody that will not be meeting to be promoted three months from now. That's 

your labor or custodian, they last for three months and there is a concert last night and 

now I'm not coming to work today. Or I found something that pays more per hour. I 

think pit -- people with a disability, the ones I've dealt with in the city and other areas 

have more of the loyalty. You gave them an opportunity. And they are going to stay 

with an employer a little bit longer. That's one of the pluses and features and benefits 

you might be able to give to an employer.  

 
That's awesome. I think we should send them to you.  

 
Everybody who is online today could you send them my email address. Feel free to 

contact me. Just referring back to the UNT webinar. That will be at the top of my list 

to respond to. Since I'm retired I get emails from everybody. I will probably be getting 

timeshare emails.  

 
Thank you Mack. We are at the top of the hour. We need to wrap it up. What a 

wonderful amount of information that you have shared with us today. I truly do 

appreciate it. Everybody who is on today's webinar, you will receive an email from 

UNT with an evaluation. We hope that you complete that evaluation and send it back 

to us. Once we receive it back that is when we will send your education credits onto 

the user portal. We will be sharing the email and if you have any questions in regards 

to the presentation or if you think you might have a question later on you can send 

him a question. Thursday next week, same time Mack will be doing another workshop 



with us on interviewing. We think it will be a wonderful workshop. Thanks again 

Mack. I hope everybody enjoys the rest of their summer. It's August so we're going 

through the hot part. You all have a great day. 

 
Also if anybody has any questions on interviewing for next week if they could submit 

them I Monday morning to you and you can forward them to me. I will be glad to 

address those on my presentation. But if I can get them Monday morning that would 

be great. Have a good day.  

 
Thank you. Goodbye.  

 
Goodbye.  


